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From the Editor

The commuNITy of buSINeSS eThIcS and corporate social responsibility 
scholars is indebted to Gary Weaver for his tireless efforts over the last six years 

to promote excellence in business ethics scholarship as the editor of Business Ethics 
Quarterly. under Gary’s leadership, BEQ published a large body of impactful and 
theoretically innovative conceptual, normative, and empirical scholarship. under 
my editorship the journal will continue to emphasize high quality multidisciplinary 
and cross-disciplinary scholarship that makes novel theoretical contributions to the 
field. Achieving this end can be accomplished only with the aid of our distinguished 
team of associate editors. A review of this issue’s masthead will reveal that associate 
editors bruce barry, heather elms, Jerry Goodstein, Wayne Norman, Guido Pala-
zzo, Andreas Georg Scherer, and Alan Strudler all continue in their current roles, 
as do managing editor Libby Scott and book review editor Al Gini. In addition, 
Gary Weaver has taken on the new role of Senior Associate editor. The editorial 
board has seen a number of transitions, but continues to represent a wide range of 
disciplines and expertise. We are grateful to our esteemed board members for their 
expertise and service. Longtime readers of BEQ will notice some minor changes to 
article headings beginning with this issue, but this is one of the few changes readers 
will notice. our commitment to publishing scholarship in multiple disciplines and 
across disciplines, such as management, philosophy, organization science, market-
ing, and accounting, remains unwavering. In an era when many academic journals 
reject cross-disciplinary scholarship, we continue to believe that such scholarship 
is important to theory development regarding the ethics of business and is a distinc-
tive strength of BEQ.

Denis G. Arnold
editor in chief
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